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 The automation of the planning process of the construction  of baths and sanitary installations  saves a lot of time . It allows for a  realistic  3D-modelling of the installation, its spatial organisation and the calculation of the costs . The most efficient way to install a  new  bathroom is  to  plan  a  concrete  support  for the  toilet  and  a  concrete  support  for the  washroom. The common systems  of
inspection,  development, and  visualisation  are available to complete the work, and the system  makes it possible to calculate the  costs . The so-called  automatic  planning  of  the installation  of  bathroom  allows  for  the  automatic  calculation  of  the  costs  of  the  construction  of  the  installation. This is  a  system  that  uses  the  3D  modelling  technique. This model  is  implemented  in  the
software  and  can  be used  in  conjunction  with  a  3D  printer. Automatic planning of installation The minimum steps necessary  for  starting  with  the  automatic  planning  of  the  installation  of  bathroom  are  as follows  : On the one hand, the  systematic  breakdown  of  the  technical  requirements  of  the  installation  of  the  bathroom  (taps,  valves,  pipes,  drains)  ; On the other hand, the

compilation  of  the  technical  specifications  of  the  manufacturer  of  the  installation  equipment  (shower,  bath,  sanitary  installation,  and  water  heating  system  ). There are  automatically  calculated  the  costs  of  the  installation  of  the  bathroom  in  the  order  of  10,000  to  100,000  euros  with  the  3D  modelling  technique . The planner All  the  information  necessary  for  the  planning
of  the  installation  of  the  bathroom  is  therefore  available  in  the  system. The preparation  of  the  installation  of  the  bathroom  consists  of  the  following  steps  : 520fdb1ae7
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